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Finger Joint Head Grinding & CBN Wheels
®

Precision grinding is essential to achieving perfect joints. Poor grinding will negate
the performance of even the most precise tooling and machinery. We oﬀer a complete
selection of ﬁnger joint grinding equipment, and can help instruct your grinding room
staﬀ on the most eﬃcient procedures in maintaining your tooling. Written technical
information is available.
We provide several models of face grinders for sharpening ﬁnger joint cutters and
other styles of heads. We can ﬁt the proper grinder to your exact operation. We will
show you how the right grinder can save you thousands of dollars in labor costs and
help keep your grinding room costs to a minimum.
A precision locking work-head and knife indexing system holds the cutter head in the
proper hook position when grinding. Fine grit CBN and Diamond wheels are normally
used to obtain a keen cutting edge for longer tool life.
Western Model 2500 Fully Automatic Grinder shown.
Western Model 2000 Semi-Automatic Finger joint head
grinder also available. Call for details and ﬁrm price quotes.

Finger Joint Grinding Wheels
1/4" Radius

12A1R Shape

CBN & Diamond
Facing Wheels

1/8" Radius

Part #
CB80-R-5-1/2-1/4

Price
$247.00

Part #
CB80-R-5-1/2-1/8

Price
$215.00

6" Diameter

CB80-R-6--1/4

$260.00

CB80-R-6--1/8

$239.00

7" Diameter

CB80-R-7--1/4

$284.00

CB80-R-7--1/8

$259.00

8" Diameter - Common Size

CB80-R-8--1/4

$325.00

CB80-R-8--1/8

$295.00

5.5" OD (For Weinig 912 Grinders)

8" Norton SG Ceramic (Type 11)

Part # GW-SG8

Price $132.43

(Type 11 Flaring Cup Wheel - for Roughing Grinding FJ Cutters.)

Use a 1/4" radius for most AceCo
cutters and 1/8" radius for most
Wisconsin Knife cutters. All stock
wheels are 1.25" bore / 80 grig.
Other bore sizes and ﬁner grits
are the same price - made to
order.

We oﬀer many grinding wheel styles and sizes to match your
existing grinder. We provide a full line of wheels with various
diameters, grits, bonds, and hardness in either Aluminum

Our radius edge CBN wheel for
resharpening ﬁnger joint cutters Regrinds the knife gullets as you
face grind - helps to reduce the
chances of knife breakage.

Oxide, Blue Ceramic, CBN, or Diamond wheels. We can
custom match the proper wheel for your needs and your
speciﬁc grinder and application. Call for details.
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Phone: (541) 302-1366

Fax: (541) 484-4854

Web: www.globaltooling.com

